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� Introduction

Registration of two partially�overlapping range images taken from di�erent views is an

important task in �D computer vision� In general� if there is no initial knowledge about

the poses of these two views� the information used for solving the �D registration problem

is mainly the �D shape of the common parts of the two partially�overlapping data sets�

To make the discussion more rigorous� we give a formal de�nition of the �D registration

problem to be solved in this paper as follows�

Given two data sets DM � DMO
�DMU

and DS � DSO �DSU satisfying the following

conditions�

	� DMO
� fpi � 
xi� yi� zi�

t j i � 	� �� ���� nog and DSO � fRpi  tNi j i � 	� �� ���� nog�

where R is a rotation matrix� t is a translation vector� and Ni is a noise term� That

is� DMO
and DSO are two data sets which can be transformed to be exactly aligned

	



for the noiseless case �i�e�� Ni � �� through the rigid�motion �R� t�� The overlapping

regions of DM and DS are DMO
and DSO � respectively�

�� DMO
�or DSO� is the unique largest possible overlapping region whose overlapping

ratio i�e� no�jDM j �or no�jDSj is larger than a threshold �� where jDM j and DS

are the cardinalities of DM and DS� respectively� The purpose of the assumption

of this condition is to avoid some meaningless solutions� Without this assumption�

even the case that the two data sets overlap at a single point is a legal solution�

The �D registration problem considered in this paper is to �nd the correct rigid�motion

�R� t� which can make the overlapping ratio larger than a threshold ��

In the past� a popular type of approaches to solve the �D registration problem is

the iterative approach 
��
	��
	��
���� The �D registration problem can be formulated

as a nonlinear parameter�estimation problem� and an iterative approach minimizes the

error function iteratively if an initial estimate of the rigid�motion parameters is given

in advance� Iterative approaches have the advantages that they are fast and easy�to�

implement� However� the drawbacks are that �i� they require a good initial estimation

to prevent the iterative process to be trapped in a local minimum� and �ii� there is no

guarantee of getting the correct solution even for the noiseless case� Another popular type

of methods is the feature�based approach� Feature�based approaches extract invariant local

features at �rst� and then �nd the correspondences of features for the estimation of the

rigid transformation between two partially�overlapping �D data sets 
		�
	��
���� Feature�

based approaches have the advantages that they do not require initial estimates of the

rigid�motion parameters� Their drawbacks are mainly that �i� they can not solve the

problem in which the �D data sets contain no prominent�salient local features� and �ii�

a large percentage of computation time is usually spent on preprocessing� which include

the extraction of invariant features 
		�
��� and the organization of the extracted feature�

primitives �e�g�� sorting 
		�� hashing
	��� etc���

In practice� when the �D data contained in two range images are to be registered� we

can treat one of them as the model data set and the other as the scene data set� From
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this point of view� registration of two partially�overlapping �D data sets is similar to the

work of �D object recognition but in which there is only a single model object stored

in the database for matching� However� in a recognition task� it needs not to align the

overlapping regions of the scene and the model data sets very accurately� Coarse alignment

is usually su�cient for the veri�cation purpose in a recognition task� Hence� the methods

which were developed for �D object recognition can also be employed for solving the �D

registration problem in a coarse manner 
��
��
����

Preprocessing is an important technique which enables the �D object recognition prob�

lem to be solved in an e�cient way� It is because that for a recognition task� there are

multiple models stored in a database� If some primitives or attributes are pre�extracted

for each of the model�object in an o��line process� the recognition speed can be increased�

For example� to deal with a recognition request� the scene data set is preprocessed only

once� and the thereby extracted primitives or attributes are used for matching with that

of the models stored in the database� If there are M models in the database� the match�

ing time required for a recognition request is tp  Mtm� where tp is the average time for

preprocessing the scene data set� M is the number of models contained in the database�

and tm is the average time required to match each model� If M is large� tm dominates the

computational speed for the total recognition task� Hence� to reduce tm is a major concern

to build an e�cient �D object recognition system� On the other hand� the time required

for a �D registration task is �tp  tm because the preprocessing of both the model and the

scene data sets are required but the matching procedure has to be performed only once�

Hence� if a complex pre�processing strategy is used� tp may dominate the time required

for the entire registration task� In fact� many existing methods take a big percentage of

time in preprocessing to solve a �D registration problem 
��
		�
���
��� �� Our goal in this

paper is to solve the �D registration problems in a fast and reliable manner� We pro�

pose a new method � the data�aligned rigidity�constrained exhaustive search �DARCES��

�For example� many feature�based methods take about ����� minutes to extract and organize useful

feature�primitives� while the time required for �nding the correspondences of features is less than one

minute �	
��	
���
�
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which can check all possible data�alignments of two given �D data sets in an e�cient way�

In our approach� very useful constraints which exploit the rigidity relation among some

pre�selected control points are utilized to speed up the search of candidates� The use of

these constraints allows our method to solve the �D registration problem e�ciently while

requiring no preprocessing and no initial estimate of the �D rigid�motion parameters�

To solve the partially�overlapping �D registration problem� the random sample consen�

sus �RANSAC� scheme 
	�� is integrated in our search procedure� RANSAC is a general

robust estimation method for surface or model �tting� Robust estimation means that

model �tting is not in�uenced by outliers� In this paper� we propose the RANSAC�based

DARCES method to solve the �D registration problem� The RANSAC�based DARCES

approach treats the �D registration problem as an optimization problem� However� unlike

the approach using a global optimization technique without any constraints in the search

space as introduced in 
��� it uses the rigidity�constraints among the points contained in a

�D data set to greatly restrict the possible search space� Therefore� our method is much

more e�cient� Also� we can prove that the proposed RANSAC�based DARCES approach

can solve the partial matching problem of two �D data sets with few random trials �see

Section ���

This paper is organized as follows� In Section �� we review some previous related work�

Section � introduces the DARCES method proposed in this paper� Section � introduces

the RANSAC�based DARCES approach� In Section �� the RANSAC�based DARCES

method is integrated into a coarse�to��ne structure to speed up the �D registration� Sec�

tion � shows some experimental results� Finally� some conclusions and discussion are

given in Section ��

� Priori Related Work

The existing methods for �D registration can be classi�ed into four classes� feature�based

approaches� pre�modeling approaches� iterative approaches� and optimization approaches�
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We brie�y review them in the following�

��� Feature�Based Approaches

In a feature�based approach� local feature�primitives have to be extracted in advance�

Registration of range images is achieved through the correspondence of feature�primitives

that are invariant to rigid�motion�

In 
���� Stein and Medioni proposed the splash structure to be used for �D object

recognition and registration� A splash is a local map describing the distributions of

surface normals along a geodesic circle� They compute a normal by approximating the

environment of a normal with triangular patches of small sizes� Every triangle votes for a

triangle normal� The average of the three closest triangle normals is the surface normal�

Along a given location p� they determine the surface normal �n� and call this normal

the reference normal of a splash� A circular slice around �n with the geodesic radius r

is computed� Starting at an arbitrary point on this surface circle� a surface normal is

determined at every point on the circle� Consider the normals along a geodesic circle

indexed with a circular angle �� Draw a mapping for the pan angle and the tile angle

with respect to � results a �D curve� These �D curves are then encoded with a polygon

approximation� The curvature and torsion angle of the �D curves are stored in a hash

table for e�cient matching�

In the Chua and Jarvis approach 
		�� �D data sets are �rst pre�processed by �tting

over the N � N neighborhood patch of each �D point using a least square method and

examining the residual �t error of that patch� The purpose of the �tting procedure

is to allow the di�erential�geometry�based parameters �such as principal curvatures and

Darboux frames� to be estimated more reliably� Some dispersed points with small �t errors

are then selected as seeds� The principal curvatures and Darboux frames are computed

from the local regions of each seed� By applying the assumption that the angle between

the two viewing directions must not exceed a given threshold under orthogonal projection�

they proposed a view�hemisphere analysis method to select a minimal non�redundant set
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of seeds such that at least one of them will lie on the overlapping region� After selecting

the �rst seed� its corresponding seeds with similar feature attributes in the model data

set are found� and the Darboux frames of them are used to estimate a set of rough rigid�

transformations� Another two seeds are then selected to be lying on the overlapping region

based on these transformations via the view�hemisphere analyses� After selecting three

seeds in the scene data set� their principal curvatures and Darboux frames are served

as local invariances to �nd many matching candidates on the model data set� For each

matching candidate� a hypothesized rigid�motion is generated� Finally� all hypotheses are

veri�ed through a transformation�alignment process� In this method� the success of the

algorithm requires that the Darboux frames to be computed su�ciently accurate�

In 
���� Thirion proposed a new type of feature points� namely� the extremal points of

�D surfaces� based on geometric invariants� The relative positions of those �D points are

invariant to �D rigid�transformations� In their method� some invariant attributes include

the types� the principal curvatures� and the distances and the orientations for pairs and

triplets of extremal points are used to generate matching hypotheses for �D registration�

To verify the hypotheses� they create a �D hashing table with the �D spatial coordinates

of the points of the model data set� The hypothesized rigid�transformations are then

veri�ed using an iterative procedure similar to the one proposed in 
���

In the above� local features around a �D point �referred to as point features� are used

for matching and registration� In 
	��� �D invariant curves are extracted and used as curve

features� In the preprocessing stage of their work� three rotation and three translation

parameters are served as invariances between the Frenet frame at a given basis point and

the Frenet frame at every other point on the �D curves� This is repeated for every point

along the �D curves� During recognition� an arbitrary basis point is selected on the �D

curves extracted from the scene data set� For this basis point� the rigid�motion invariants

to all the other points are computed� and votes for the model curve and basis point which

has already been computed in the preprocessing stage� The rigid�motion with the highest

vote indicates the optimal transformation�
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In principle� the existence of features is a necessary condition for a feature�based ap�

proach to perform the �D registration task� Hence� feature�based approaches has a limita�

tion that they are not suitable for the case that the data sets contain few prominent�salient

features�

��� Pre�Modeling Approaches

In a pre�modeling approach� �D data sets are �rst represented by a surface model� Usually�

the surface model used for registration is the mesh model� Then� the registration is

performed directly on mesh models rather than on the orignal data sets�

For example� the data set are �rst converted into a triangulated mesh by using a

hierarchical triangulation method 
��� The hierarchical triangulation method can compute

from a range image a description of the object surface at di�erent levels of resolutions�

After that� acceptable triangles from both views are selected� Triangles are acceptable

if they satisfy some constraints� e�g�� they are larger enough� at least has a neighbor on

three of their edges� and the directions of their normals are approximately parallel to the

viewing directions� etc� Then� hypotheses of matches of the two views are generated for

those triangle pairs having similar shape� normal orientations� and concavity�convexity�

Rigid�motion parameters can then be found by verifying these hypotheses�

In 
	��� registration starts with a prede�ned reference mesh �e�g�� a sphere�� The initial

reference mesh is deformed to a surface mesh using an iterative �tting algorithm until the

mesh �ts the object surface� The one�to�one correspondences of the nodes on the surface

mesh to those on the reference mesh are recorded during the deformation� A spherical

image are built by mapping the nodes of the surface meshes to the nodes of a reference

mesh on the sphere� On each node of the surface mesh� an index called the simplex angle

re�ecting the local surface curvature is de�ned and thereby form a simplex angle image

�SAI�� The search for an optimum alignment between the scene SAI and the model SAI

is implemented by pre�computing all possible relations of the tessellations on the SAI�

In general� the pre�modeling procedure is usually very time�consuming� and thus be�
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comes a bottleneck for the entire �D registration task� Hence� this type of methods may

not suitable when requiring fast registration�

��� Iterative Approaches

Some researchers have proposed the registration methods requiring neither feature ex�

traction nor pre�modeling� Besl and McKay proposed the iterative closest point �ICP�

algorithm which can reduce the registration error iteratively 
��� Chen and Medioni 
	��

proposed a similar method to reduce the registration error via iterative re�nements� In

both methods� a set of uniformly sampled data points �referred to as reference points�

can be used instead of the extracted feature�primitives� Given an initial estimate of the

rigid�transformation� each iteration of their methods contains two steps� �	� establishing

point correspondences and ��� computing the rigid motion by minimizing a least�square

error measure� These methods are quite simple and e�ective for the re�nement of an

existing rigid�motion estimation� and thus are recently very popular for �ne registration�

However� a limitation of these methods is that they can be applied only for the case that

the initial estimate of the rigid�transformation is good enough�

The ICP algorithm may trap in the local minima� To diminish the chances of occurrence

of this problem� a stochastic approach combining the least median of squares estimator

�LeMedS� and the ICP algorithm is developed 
���� In this approach� the error is measured

using the median of the squares �MS� of the distances between two data sets� In each

iteration� a set of reference points are �rst selected randomly and are used to execute the

ICP algorithm� Finally� the rigid�transformation with minimal MS error for all iterations

is then served as the result of �D registration�

In the Dorai et� al approach 
	�� and 
	��� the method proposed by Chen and Medioni


	�� is modi�ed� First� an initial rigid�transformation is estimated by aligning the principal

axes of the two data sets� Then� the initial rigid�transformation is iteratively re�ned using

the Chen and Medioni approach� To execute the Chen and Medioni approach in a more

reliable way� the distances of each pair of the reference points are used to delete the
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mismatch pair of correspondences in advance�

��� Optimization Approaches

Because it is not easy to solve the �D registration problem in general� Blais and Levine

have expressed the �D registration task as an optimization problem 
��� The error function

in their work is computed by the sum of Euclidean distances between a set of control

points on one of the surfaces and their corresponding points on the other� A stochastic

optimization technique� very fast simulated reannealing �VFSR�� is used to minimize the

error function�

Our goal in this paper is to solve the �D registration problems in a fast and reliable man�

ner� We propose a new method � the RANSAC�based DARCES approach� which can solve

the �D registration problem without feature�extraction� pre�modeling� or initial transfor�

mation� In our approach� very useful constraints which exploit the rigidity�relation among

some pre�selected control points are utilized to considerably reduce the search space� The

RANSAC�based DARCES approach can be classi�ed as an optimization approach� How�

ever� the proposed DARCES approach has the advantage that it can be implemented very

e�ciently� More details are given in Sections � and ��

� Data�Aligned Rigidity�Constrained

Exhaustive Search �DARCES�

Given two data sets� namely� the scene data set and the model data set� In this section�

we only consider a simpler �D registration problem that the shape of the scene data set

is completely contained in the shape of the model data set� We call such a problem the

fully contained �D registration �FC�DR� problem� After solving the FC�DR problem�

two main modi�cations are considered� First� to solve the general partially�overlapping

�D registration problem� the DARCES approach is integrated into a random sample

consensus �RANSAC� scheme 
	��� and thus form a RANSAC�based DARCES approach as
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introduced in Section �� Second� the RANSAC�based DARCES approach can be speeded

up by integrating it into a coarse�to��ne structure as introduced in Section ��

��� Overview of The DARCES Algorithm

Let us treat the �D data contained in a dense range image as a �D surface� In the

�rst place� we have to select some reference points from the scene surface� as shown in

Fig� 	�a�� For example� we can perform a uniform sampling from the indexing grids

of the range images to select the reference points� or we can use all the data points

contained in the scene data set as the reference points �but will be less e�cient�� In

the subsequent processing� a set of �at least three� control points are selected from these

reference points� as shown in Fig� 	�b�� The operation of the DARCES algorithm is

somewhat like sliding the control points �of the scene surface� on the model surface�

During the sliding� all the selected reference points can be brought to some positions

through a rigid�motion determined by these control points� In our approach� if the distance

between a �D reference point and the model surface is smaller than a threshold� then the

point is regarded as being successfully aligned with the model surface� For each sliding

position� we count the number of successfully aligned reference points� Finally� the rigid�

motion associated with the sliding position which has the highest count is considered as

the solution of our registration task�

A rigid�transformation has to be computed in the DARCES method when the control

points move to new poses� Therefore� at least three control points are needed because the

determination of a unique rigid�transformation requires at least three point correspon�

dences� In this paper� given a set of point correspondences� the Arun method 
�� is used

to compute the LMS transformation of them�

Basically� there are Cns
nc

combinations of control points can be selected� where ns is the

number of data points contained in the scene data set� and nc is the number of the control

points� However� it is not necessary to try all of these combinations� In fact� only one of

them is su�cient for �nding the correct solution in the DARCES approach� How to choose
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(a) (b)

Scene surface Scene surface

Figure 	� �a� Selection of the reference points in the scene surface� �b� Selection of a set

of control points from these reference points�

an appropriate set of control points� and how many number of control points are required

to be used for solving the FC�DR problem� will respectively be discussed in Sections

����� and ���� Another important issue in the DARCES approach is that once a set of

control points is selected� how the rigidity�relation among them can be used to facilitate

the search process� In the following� we �rst introduce the case using three control points

in Section ���� The case using more than three control points will be considered in Section

����

��� Using Three Control Points

In this section� we only consider the case that three control points are used� In the

following� we call the three selected control points in the scene data set the primary point

Sp� the secondary point Ss� and the auxiliary point Sa� respectively�

		



����� Search Range Reduction by Using the Rigidity Constraints Generated

by the Control Points

First� in the model data set� consider the possible corresponding positions of the primary

point Sp� Without using feature attributes� every �D point contained in the model data

set can be the possible correspondence of the primary point� Hence� the primary point

will be hypothesized to correspond to each of the nm points in the model data set� where

nm is the number of model points� It is obvious that our method can be easily extended

to use some feature attributes associated with each �D data point� e�g�� �D curvature or

image luminance�

Suppose Sp is hypothesized to be corresponding to a model point Mp during the slide�

Then� in the model data set� we try to �nd some candidate points corresponding to the

secondary point Ss using the rigidity constraint� Assume that the distance between Sp

and Ss is dps� The corresponding model point of Ss must lie on the surface of a sphere Cs

whose center is Mp and radius is dps� That is� Cs � fp � �x� y� z� j jjp�Mpjj � dpsg� In

other words� once a corresponding model point of the primary point Sp was hypothesized�

the search for Ms� the candidate model point corresponding to the secondary point Ss�

can be limited to a small range which is the surface of a sphere with radius dps� as shown

in Fig� ��

After a corresponding model point of the secondary point Ss has also been hypothesized�

we can then consider the constrained search range of the auxiliary point Sa� Assume that

Sp and Ss respectively corresponds to the model points Mp and Ms now� The candidates

of Ma� the corresponding model pont of the auxiliary scene data point Sa� can be found

within a limited search range determined by Mp� Ms and dqa� where dqa is the distance

between Sq and Sa� and Sq is the orthogonal projection of Sa to the line segment SpSs� as

shown in Fig� ��a�� It is easy to see that the candidates of Ma have to lie on the circle Ca

centered at Mq with radius dqa� where Mq is the �D position corresponding to Sq� That

is� Ca � fp � �x� y� z� j jjp�Mqjj � dqa� and pMq is perpendicular to MpMsg�

After all the three control points are successfully aligned on the model surface� a unique
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(a) (b)

dps � SpSs

dps

Cs

Mp

Ss

Sa

Sp

dps

Figure �� �a� The triangle formed by the three control points selected from the scene

data set� �b� The search region of the secondary control point in the model data set is

restricted to the surface of a sphere�

dqa=barsqsa
(a) (b)

Ss Sq

dqa

Sp

Ca
Ms

Mp

Mq

dqa

Sa

Figure �� The search region of the auxiliary control point in the model data set is restricted

to the contour of a �D circle�
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rigid�transformation� namely Tc� can be determined by using the three pairs of point cor�

respondence� �Sp�Mp�� �Ss�Ms� and �Sa�Ma�� We then verify Tc by using all the reference

points� With the rigid�transformation of Tc� all the reference points� Sr�� Sr� � ���� Srnr
� can

be brought to new positions S �
r�
� S �

r�
� ���� S �

rnr
� We count the number of occurrences� namely�

No� that S �
ri

is successfully aligned on the model surface �i�e�� the distance between S �
ri

and the model surface is smaller than a threshold� for all i� i � 	� �� ���� nr� Here� No is

called the overlapping number of the transformation Tc� which is the LMS transformation

determined by the three�point correspondence�

For each possible three�point correspondence� an overlapping number can be computed�

Finally� the rigid�transformation with the largest overlapping number is selected as the

solution of our registration task� �

In general� the DARCES method can provide the registration result to be accurate to

some extent� To make the registration more accurate� some standard �ne�registration

procedure 
��
	�� can be used for re�nement� In our method� an ICP�based method 
���

is used to perform the �ne registration�

By using the above strategy� the search ranges depend on the radii of the �D sphere and

�D circle� In principle� the three control points form a triangle� Therefore� if a smaller

triangle is employed when selecting the three control points� a faster search speed can be

achieved� However� if the triangle is selected too small� the computed rigid�transformation

will be very sensitive to noise� Hence� how to determine an appropriate size for the above

triangle is an important issue in our method� In Section ������ we will give a simple

strategy about how to �nd an acceptable minimal triangle for the DARCES algorithm�

�In this paper� that the largest number of matching points was chosen to be the error measure of

accepting the match is only because it is easy to implement and works well in our experiments� In

general� there are no restrictions of the selections of the error measures in the DARCES method� Hence�

dierent error measures such as the weighted averages of the distances of the large�enough overlapping

regions �as introduced in ��
� can be used as well�
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PM

Mp

Figure �� �a� The index plane of a set of �D data points contained in a range image�

�b�The �D circular region of the projection of the �D sphere onto the index plane� and

the search of Ms is performed in a squared search region containing this circle�

����� Practical Way for the Implementation of the DARCES Method

For the implementation purpose� direct searches in the �D space on the surface of a sphere

or on the boundary of a circle may not be trivial because some complex data structures

�e�g�� voxels� tessellation of the sphere� etc� may be required� To implement the DARCES

approach e�ciently� we use a simple strategy which exploits the fact that a range image

can be treated as the projection of the �D points onto an index plane� In the following�

assume that the index planes of the scene data set and the model data set are PS and

PM � respectively�

To search Ms in the model data set� the �D sphere Cs is projected onto PM and thus

forms a �D circular region on PM � as shown in Fig� �� To simplify the implementation�

a square search region is used instead of using the �D circular region in our work� For

each �D point corresponding to the tessellation of the square search region� its distance

to Mp is computed� Those �D points whose distances are approximate to be dps are then

recorded as the matching candidates of the second control point�

To search Ma� one method is to project the �D circle Ca onto PM too� and thus form a

�D ellipse on PM � as shown in Figure ��a�� The search can then be restricted on the �D
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(b)(a)

Ms

PM

Mp

Ca

Cpa

Csa

Figure �� �a� The �D ellipse of the projection of the �D circle onto the index plane� �b�

The search is performed in the intersection of the two squared regions�

points corresponding to the boundary of the �D ellipse on the indexing plane� However�

to index the boundary of a �D ellipse is also not an easy task� In our approach� to make

the implementation more easier� we do not use the projection of the �D circle Ca� instead�

the projections of another two �D spheres �Cpa and Csa� are used� as shown in Fig� ��b��

where Cpa is the sphere whose center is Mp and radius is SpSa� and Csa is the sphere whose

center is Ms and radius is SsSa� respectively� The intersection of the two corresponding

square regions of the two spheres Cpa and Csa on the index plane is then used as the

search region of the matching candidates of the auxiliary control point� as shown in Fig�

��b��

The index plane is also used to facilitate the identi�cation of successful alignments�

Remember that if the distance between a �D point and the model data set is smaller

than a threshold� then the point is successfully aligned on the model data set� However�

to compute the exact distance between a point and a data set requires to compute the

distances of this point to all the points contained in the data set and then select from them

the smallest one� which will be very time consuming� Hence� we identify the successful

alignments by projecting this point onto the index plane of the model data set� and then

compute the distances only in a neighbor region around the projecting position� If the

minimal distance computed in the neighbor region is smaller than the threshold� then this
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point is considered to be successfully aligned on the model data set�

����� Complexity Analysis� Case of Using Three Control Points

In the following� we brie�y analyze the computational complexity of the DARCES ap�

proach if three control points are used� The analysis result can then be used as an im�

portant guideline for the development of the strategies to speed up the DARCES method

�see Section ����� and Section ���


DARCES algorithm using three control points�

�� Select three control points Sp� Ss� and Sa�

�� for�Mp � each data point contained in the model data set� f

�� for�Ms � each data point whose projection is contained in the projected region

of the sphere Cs� in the index plane� f
�� if�the distance between Ms and Mp is approximate to dps� f

� for�Ma � each data point whose projection is contained in the projected

boundary of the �D circle Ca�� in the index plane� f

�� if�the distance between Ma and Mq is approximate to dqa� f

	 compute the LMS rigid�transformation� namely� Tc� which trans�

forms fSp� Ss� Sag to fMp� Ms� Mag�


 for�Si � each reference point contained in the scene data set�

except Sp� Ss� and Sa� f

� compute Mi � TcSi� if the distance between Mi and the model

data set is smaller than a threshold� then Mi is labeled �suc�

cessfully aligned��

g

�� NTc � the counts of the successful alignments with respect to

Tc�

g
	�



g

g

g

g

�� output Tc with the largest counts NTc�

To simplify our derivation� assume that the selected three control points have equal

distances d from each other� i�e�� they form a regular triangle as shown in Fig� �� Since

the �rst loop �steps ��	�� will be executed nm times �where nm is the number of the

data points contained in the model data set�� the time complexity is O�nm � T�� where

T� is the time required for a single iteration of the �rst loop �i�e�� steps ��	��� Let nd

be the equivalent number of pixels �in the index plane� for an edge segment of length

d� Steps � and � take O�nd
�� because the surface of a sphere whose radius is d roughly

contains nd
� points in the index plane� Steps ��	� will be executed O�nd� times because

only the data points contained in the intersection of the sphere Cs and the model surface

will pass the �if� statement in step �� and the intersection is typically a �D curve �or

multiple �D curves� containing roughly O�nd� points in the index plane� Hence� T� is

equal to O�nd
� nd �T�� where T� is the time required for steps ��	�� Steps � and � takes

O�nd� because a circle whose radius is d roughly contains nd points in the index plane�

Steps ��	� will be executed O�	� times because the intersections of the sphere Ca and

the model surface are typically two points �or more isolated points�� Hence� T� is equal

to O�nd  	 � T�� where T� is the time for the veri�cation steps �i�e�� steps ��	��� Since

the veri�cation takes T� � O�nr�� the total time required for the DARCES method using

three control points is T fSp�Ss�Sag � O�nm�nd
� nd�nd nr��� � O�nm �nd� nm �nd �nr��

According to the above analysis� the computation time of the DARCES method using

three control points is dominated by three variables� nm� d� and nr� The smaller are the

three variables� the faster the DARCES method is executed� Here� nm �the number of the

model data points� can not be controlled in our implementation� On the other hand� d �the

	�



edge lenth of the triangle� and nr �number of the reference points� can be appropriately

selected to increase the e�ciency of the DARCES method� In the following� to choose an

appropriate d� we will give an analysis that how to select an acceptable minimal triangle

formed by the three control points� We will also indicate that the time complexity becomes

less sensitive to nr if more than three control points are used �see Section �����

����� Selection of the Acceptable Minimal Triangle

According to the complexity analysis� smaller d will make the DARCES method more

e�cient� However� if d is too small� the induced rigid�transformation will be very sensitive

to noise� In this section� we try to �nd an acceptable minimal triangle to be used in the

DARCES approach if three control points are used� In fact� the acceptable minimal size

of the triangle can be theoretically derived if some of the parameters �e�g�� the average

data�acquisition error� and the error tolerance� are given in advance� Here� we also assume

that the selected three control points form a regular triangle as shown in Fig� �� Let the

average position error of the data points �includes both the data acquisition error of the

range��nder and the quantization error� be e� and let c be the center of the triangle�

Notice that the rigid�transformation Tc computed in our approach is based on the three

point correspondences �sp� mp�� �ss� ms� and �sa� ma�� However� the true positions of each

model point mp� ms� and ma are within spheres whose radii are e and centers are mp� ms�

and ma� respectively� Hence� for a scene point P whose distance to c is t� the alignment

error caused by e will be enlarged to a x� Then� it can be easily derived that x is
p

�te�d�

Here� we de�ne the enlarge ratio to be h � x�t� If we want that the enlarged ratio to

be smaller than a threshold H� d should be larger than dmin �
p

�e�H� where dmin is

referred to as the edge length of the acceptable minimal triangle� For example� assume

that e � 	�� millimeter �mm� and we hope to control the enlarge ratio to be smaller than

h � ��	� Then� dmin � 	���� mm� In our work� the size of the triangle is �xed to a small

constant� which is determined by the above�mentioned theoretical analysis� Thus� the

time required for search can be signi�cantly reduced�
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Figure �� Derivation of the smallest triangle�

d

Figure �� An example of selecting �fteen control points in the index plane�

��� Using More Than Three Control Points to Achieve More

E�cient Search

In this subsection� we consider the case that if more than three control points are used�

Assume that there are nc �nc � �� control points selected from the scene data set� namely�

the �rst three control points� Sp� Ss� Sa� and the other control points� S�� S�� ���� Snc�

respectively� It should be noticed that the �rst three control points� Sp� Ss� Sa� should

also be selected according to the principle that they form an acceptable minimal triangle�

In our work� the other control points are usually selected according to that their distances

to their neighbors are approximate to that of the edge length of the acceptable minimal

triangle� For example� Fig� � shows the case that if 	� control points are selected�

��



����� Search Range Reduction By Further Using the Rigidity Constraints

First we use the same search procedure introduced in the previous section for the �rst three

control points� Once the �rst three control points are successfully aligned to some model

points Mp� Ms and Ma� respectively� a rigid�transformation Tc can then be computed�

Remember that the �rst constraint of the DARCES approach is to successfully align all

of the control points on the model data set� To achieve this goal� we use Tc to sequentially

transform each of the other control points Si to new positions� TcS�� TcS�� TcS�� ���� TcSnc�

During the sequence of transformations� once there is a TcSi� �i � 	� �� ���� nc� violating the

alignment constraint �i�e�� its distance to the model data set is larger than a given thresh�

old�� then it is not required to try other transformations TcSi� TcSi��� ���� TcSnc because we

can directly assert that the current transformation Tc can not successfully align all the

control points on the model data set� We call this speedup e�ect the early jump�out e�ect

in this paper� Furthermore� in this case� it also require not to further verify Tc by the

transformations of all the reference points� Sr� � Sr�� ���� Sri� to new positions� Therefore�

the time required for veri�cation can be completely saved�

The number of control points nc can be chosen to be any number between � and nr�

If we use more control points �i�e�� a larger nc�� then the probability of �early jump�

out� will be higher� Accordingly� in the noiseless case� the fastest way for solving the

fully�contained �D registration �FC�DR� problem is treating all the reference points as

the control points in the DARCES procedure �i�e�� choosing nc � nr�� In this situation�

once some control�reference points �except for the �rst three control points� can not be

successfully aligned using the current transformation� the transformations of all the other

control�reference points can then be omitted�

����� Complexity Analysis� Case of Using More Than Three Control Points

The algorithm of the DARCES method using more than three control points is similar to

that of using three ones introduced in Section ������ except for the following modi�cations�

�� Select nc control points� including the �rst three ones� Sp� Ss� Sa and the others S��

�	



S������ Snc�

	� 
a new step adding between steps � and ��

for�j��� j� nc� j� f
if�Mj � TcSj is not successfully aligned on the model data set� f

break� �� that is� break the above loop ��

g
g


� for�Si � each reference point contained in the scene data set� except Sp� Ss� Sa� and

S�� S�� ���� Snc�

The exact complexity analysis of the case that nc � nr is di�cult because di�erent data

sets and di�erent distribution of the control points may result in di�erent early jump�out

e�ects� In general� �� � �� implies T ��� � T �� � where �� and �� are two selected sets of

control points and T �� and T �� are the time complexity of using the DARCES approach

to solve the FC�DR problem with control point sets �� and ��� respectively� Hence� a

lower bound of the complexity can be derived if we consider the case that nc � nr �i�e��

all reference points are selected to be the control points�� Basically� the veri�cation steps

�i�e�� steps ��	�� will not be executed in this case� In an ideal situation� if the early jump�

outs always occur while dealing with the fourth control point� then the time complexity is

T all � O�nm � nd�  nr� because only the correct solution can allow the completion of the

loop of step � � Hence� T all is an lower bound of the complexity of the DARCES approach�

In principle� if C is a set of control points in which the �rst three ones are fSp� Ss� Sag�

then T fSp�Ss�Sag � T � � T all �where T fSp�Ss�Sag has been derived in Section ������� It is

worth noting that that nr �the number of reference points� is no longer a critical term in

T all� This implies an interesting fact that the more control points used� the less in�uence

of nr on the time complexity� Therefore� it is not required to reduce nr �as mentioned in

Section ������� and the only critical term is d �the length of the triangle formed by the

�rst three control points�� �

�However� the exact form of T � for 	 � nc � nr is di�cult to be written as an analytical form� because

��



Unfortunately� while the strategy of using as many control points as possible is better

for solving the FC�DR problem� it is not always better for the partially�overlapping

�D registration problem� In principle� to solve the partially�overlapping �D registration

problem� it is required that all the control points lie on the overlapping region of the two

data sets� However� the more control points used� the more likely that some of the control

points will fall outside the overlapping region� Hence� it is an important issue to choose

a good number of control points having good distribution� In general� determining the

optimal number of control points is a di�cult problem� Also� the optimal con�guration of

the control points depends on the size and the shape of the overlapping region of the two

data sets� and thus� is quite data dependent� In our approach� we use a random�selection

strategy to select of the control points� which will be introduced in Section ��

��� Discussion

In a theoretical point of view� the DARCES algorithm is an exhaustive�search method for

solving the FC�DR problem� That is� all possible cases of the successful alignments of

two data sets are veri�ed� Due to the exhaustive nature� the DARCES method has the

following two advantages� �i� it can promise to obtain the solution for the noiseless case

if there is a unique rigid�transformation which allows an overlapping area larger than the

given threshold� and �ii� it can also be applied even the data sets have no prominent�salient

local features�

On the other hand� the DARCES method is a highly�e�cient exhaustive�search method�

It is because that many useful constraints generated by the rigidity�relation of the data

points are su�ciently used including �i� the constrained search range of the possible cor�

responding positions of the second and the third control points �Section ����	�� �ii� the use

of an acceptable minimal triangle �Section ������ for the �rst three control points� and �iii�

the use of more than three control points for the early jump�out of the veri�cation pro�

cess �Section ����� Compared to the optimization strategy proposed in 
��� the DARCES

it depends on the shape and the distributions of the data sets�

��



method does not search in the parameter space without any constraints� Instead� it only

search the parameters which make the two data sets aligned�

The use of the DARCES method can be very �exible as discussed in the following�

�	� If some initial estimations of the rigid�transformation are available� it can be easily

utilized in the DARCES approach� In principle� we can use it to restrict the search range

of the primary control point� First� the scene data can be transformed in advance using

the initial estimation of the rigid�transformation� Then� the search range of the primary

control point can be restricted within a neighbor region�

��� The DARCES method can be applied for either the original �D data or the extracted

feature data �e�g�� the �D points in the invariant curves 
��
�	��� contained in range images�

It is obvious that the DARCES method can also be easily extended to use some feature

attributes associated with each �D data point� e�g�� �D curvature or image luminance�

As a search strategy� the DARCES method can also be explained from the interpretation

tree �IT� point of view� The IT was used in many model�based recognition applications


��
	��
���� In particular� the DARCES method is one of the prediction and veri�cation of

hypotheses �PVH� strategies 
	�� which can be used to prune an IT� A PVH strategy can

reduce the search complexity of an IT by pruning both the breadth and the height of the

tree �see Faugeras 
	���� For every path explored from the root in the interpretation tree

corresponding to a partial recognition ��M�� Si��� �M�� Si��� ���� �Mk� Sik�� �where M and S

denote model and scene data sets� respectively�� we compute the best rigid transformation

Tk from model to scene� Then only those unmatched scene primitives that are su�ciently

close to Tk�Mk��� should be considered� and hence� the breadth of the tree can be reduced�

On the other hand� when we compute the best rigid transformation� we also obtain a

residual error ek� we do not want to generate recognition sequences Rn with too large

an error en� so we want to be able to stop the search when ek grows larger than some

threshold� and hence� the heights of the tree can be reduced�

Although the DARCES method is one of the PVH strategies� it has the following

distinctive characteristics�

��



	� First� the DARCES method is designed for solving the �D registration problem� in

particular� without using local features� The exact constrained search ranges of the

secondary and the auxiliary control points can both be precisely derived from a ge�

ometrical point of view� We can then approximate these search ranges with square

grids in the index plane �because range images are used� to simplify the implementa�

tion� We will also introduce in Section � that� since the data distribution is regular

if local features are not used� the DARCES approach can be easily incorporated in

a coarse�to��ne search structure which can further considerably increase the search

speed�

�� Second� we have indicated that even the PVH strategy is used to prune a search

tree� e�cient search can not be achieved if an inappropriate set of control points are

selected �and hence an inappropriate search tree may be generated�� especially for

the case that no local attributes are used� Because the constrained search regions

can be precisely obtained� it allows us to derive that the critical terms of the search

complexity are d� and nr� where d is the edge length of the triangle formed by the

�rst three control points and nr is the number of the reference points� as introduced

in Section ������ Furthermore� we have also indicated that nr is not critical anymore

if more control points are used� as introduced in Section ������ Therefore� how to

select the acceptable minimal triangle to be used in the DARCES approach �i�e�� to

minimize d� is the most important issue for selecting an appropriate set of control

points� and has been introduced in Section ������

�� Third� to solve the partially�overlapping �D registration problem� the DARCES

method is incorporated in a RANSAC scheme� In this scheme� the �rst�level vertices

in the IT are selected randomly� instead of selecting them sequentially� Such a

strategy makes the search more fast while the correct solution can still be reliable

solved� We will introduce in Section � that� using this strategy� only a few random

trials are required to �nd a successful partial search�

��



� RANSAC�Based DARCES Approach for Partially�

Overlapping Case

In the last section� we have introduced the DARCES method for solving the FC�DR prob�

lem� In this section� to solve the general partially�overlapping �D registration problem� we

integrate the DARCES method with a robust estimation method� the RANSAC scheme


	��� RANSAC and LeMedS were proposed as a general robust estimation method for

surface or model �tting� Robust estimation means that model �tting is not in�uenced by

outliers� Accordingly� they can also be applied to solve the partial�matching problem� In

the LeMedS strategy� a sorting procedure is required to sort the alignment errors of all

the reference points� On the other hand� in the RANSAC scheme� the sorting procedure is

replaced with the counting of the number of inliers� Hence� the computation complexity

of the RANSAC scheme is lower� However� in practice� our method can be modi�ed to

use di�erent types of robust estimators� The RANSAC�based DARCES approach starts

by randomly selecting a primary control point from the scene data set� Notice that only

the primary control point Sp is selected randomly� while the others are determined based

on Sp and the length of the minimal triangle� dmin� as introduced in Section ���� Once the

control points are selected� the DARCES procedure is performed to �nd possible align�

ments of these two data sets� If the rigid transformation found by the DARCES procedure

has overlapping number larger than a threshold� then that transformation is regard as the

solution of our �D registration task� otherwise� we select another primary point randomly

from the scene data set� and perform the above procedure again� until it successfully �nds

a rigid transformation having a su�ciently large overlapping number�

The RANSAC�based DARCES algorithm is a modi�cation of the DARCES one using

more than three control points� Those modi�cations are�

�� Randomly select the primary control point� Sp� The other control points are then

selected according to the principle that their distances to their neighbors are approximate

to dmin�

��



��� If the largest counts of NTc is larger than a pregiven threshold �� then output Tc and

stop�

Else� goto 	�

Step 		 gives a stopping rule of the RANSAC�based DARCES algorithm� The threshold

� is proportional to the allowed minimal overlapping ratio of the two partially�overlapping

data sets which has to be pre�given by users�

A statistical analysis of the required number of random trials is given below to show

that our method can solve the partially�overlapping �D registration problem with only

a few random trials� First� consider the case that three control points are used� To

simplify our analysis� we assume that the overlapping region �OR� in the index plane of

the scene data set is a square region whose edge length is l as shown in Fig� �� Suppose

the shape and size of the triangle used in our approach is �xed� all of the three control

points will lie on the overlapping region if the primary control point falls into the eroded

overlapping region �EOR�� as shown in Fig� �� Assume that the number of data points

contained in the OR of the scene data set is no� Then� r � no�ns is referred to as the

overlapping ratio of OR� where ns is the number of the scene data points� From Fig� ��

the ratio of the area of the EOR to that of the OR can be shown to be �l � d���l��

Therefore� in a single random selection� the probability that the primary control point

lies on the EOR is p � r � �l � d���l�� Hence� the expected times of random trials is

E � 	 � p � � �	� p�p ��	� p��p ��� � 	�p� Similar derivations can also be used for the

case of using more than three control points� For instance� consider the case of using 	�

control points� If the edge length of the triangle formed by the �rst three control points

is 	���� mm �which is the same as the ones given in Section ����� then the edge length

formed by the 	� control points is ����� mm �see Fig� refFigFifteen�� Assume that the

edge length of the overlapping square is 	�� mm� and the overlapping ratio is ����� Then�

the expected times of random trials is �����
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Figure �� If the primary control point is selected to lie on the eroded overlapping region�

then all of the three control points will lie on the overlapping region�

� Coarse To Fine Scheme	 Three�Step Algorithm

The DARCES procedure can reduce the time required by the exhaustive search for the

FC�DR problem by using the rigidity constraint� However� due to its exhaustive�search

nature� the computation time is di�cult to be further reduced without using other con�

straint� Consequently� if we want to further speed up the DARCES method without

using other constraint� the restriction of exhaustive search may have to be appropri�

ately loosened� That is� by allowing not to search all the possible alignments� the speed

can be considerably increased �hopefully� without a�ecting the outcome of the search in

most cases�� If no local features are used� the regularity of the data distribution makes

the DARCES approach be easily incorporated in a coarse�to��ne search structure� The

speedup strategy we have adopted is the three�step algorithm� which is popular in the

�eld of image�video coding� The three�step algorithm is an n level coarse�to��ne method�

where n is typically �but not restricted to be� three� In our approach� three�step algorithm

is used to further constrain the search ranges of the primary control point� Sp� First� the

correspondences of Sp are searched on the grids of the coarsest level �i�e�� level 	� in the

index plane� as shown in Fig� �� The best correspondence obtained from level 	 is then
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Figure �� The three�step algorithm is used in the DARCES approach to �nd the corre�

sponding positions of the primary control point in a coarse to �ne manner�

used as an initial estimate for the next level� In level �� the search range for possible

correspondences of Sp can be restricted to a local region around the initial estimate ob�

tained from level 	� Then� the best correspondence of Sp obtained in level � can be used

as an initial estimate for searching the best correspondence of Mp in level �� Notice that

in the three�step algorithm� only Sp is searched in a coarse�to��ne manner� Once Sp is

hypothesized to correspond to a model point� the correspondence candidates of all the

other control points are searched in the �nest level�

Notice that when combining the RANSAC scheme and the three�step algorithm� a

sequence of increasing thresholds� ��� �������k were respectively given in advance for the

coarse to �ne levels� If the overlapping number computed at a coarser level is smaller than

the threshold of this level� then we give up the search in the �ner levels and immediately

start another random trial� Compared to the strategy that only a single threshold is used

for the �nest level� this strategy can make the combination of the RANSAC scheme and

the three�step algorithm more e�cient�
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 Experimental Results

Figs� 	��a� and �b� show two range data sets of an object taken from two di�erent views�

Their viewing angles di�er by about ��o� Each of them contains roughly ���� data

points� The RANSAC�based DARCES method is used to register the data sets contained

in the two range images� The three�step algorithm is also used to further speed up the

RANSAC�based DARCES approach� The average registration error in this experiment

is ���	 millimeters �mm�� In our experiment� 	� control points are used� Only two

random trials are required for �nding the correct registration� and the CPU time is ����

seconds including both the coarse registration and the �ne registration �using a SGI O�

workstation�� Notice that the computation time is measured for the entire �D registration

task� rather than treating some procedures as o��line processes �such as feature�extraction

and feature�organization in a feature�based approach�� Fig� 	� �c� shows the integration

result of the two overlapped data sets�

Figs� 		�a� and �b� show two intensity images of a toy taken from di�erent views� Their

viewing angles also di�er by about ��o� Each of them contains roughly ���� data points�

The range images are taken from the same views as those for taking the intensity images

of Figs� 		�a� and �b�� Then� the two range images are registered and integrated into a

single data set� The CPU time taken for registration is ���� seconds� and the registration

error is ���� mm� The texture�mapped image obtained by mapping and blending the

intensity images onto the integrated data set is shown in Fig� 		�c��

Figs� 	��a� and �b� show two range data sets of a model head taken from di�erent view

points� Their viewing angles di�er by about ��o� Each of them contains roughly ����

data points� The registered and integrated �D data set is shown in Fig� 	��c�� The CPU

time for registration is ����	 seconds because it takes �� random trials before obtaining

the good transformation� and the average registration error is 	��� mm� Figs� 	��d� and

�e� show the shaded and the texture�mapped images of Fig� 	��c�� respectively�

In Fig� 	� �a� and �b�� range images of a pair of fruits are taken from two di�erent views�

Fig� 	� �a� is the right view and Fig� 	� �b� is the left view� Their viewing angles di�er
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�a� �b�

�c�

Figure 	�� �a� and �b� show the range data of an object taken from two di�erent view

points� �c� shows the �D data set obtained by registering and integrating the �D data

sets of �a� and �b��

by about ��o� Each of them contains roughly ���� data points� Notice that in this case

the two range data sets contain no good local features� Hence� in general� it is di�cult

to solve this �D registration problem if we use a feature�based method� Nevertheless�

by using the RANSAC�based DARCES approach� the two data sets can be successfully

registered� Fig� 	� �c� shows the registered data set which takes only ���� seconds with

two random trials�
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�a� �b�

�c�

Figure 		� �a� and �b� are the intensity images of a toy taken from two di�erent views

where their range data are taken� The two range data sets are then registered and

integrated into a single data set� �c� shows the texture�mapped images by mapping

and blending the intensity images onto the integrated �D data set�
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�a� �b�

�c� �d� �e�

Figure 	�� �a� and �b� show the range data of a model head taken from di�erent view

points� �c� shows the �D data set obtained by registering and integrating the �D data

sets of �a� and �b�� �d� shows the shaded image of �c�� and �e� shows the texture�mapped

image of �c��
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�a�

�b�

�c�

Figure 	�� �a� and �b� show the range data of a pair of fruits taken from di�erent view

points� �c� shows the �D data set obtained by registering and integrating the �D data

sets of �a� and �b��
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� Conclusions and Discussion

The existing techniques developed for solving the �D registration problem usually have

one of the following limitations�

	� It requires a good initial estimation of rigid�transformation parameters between the

two data sets 
��
	���

�� It can only be used if the data sets contain su�cient local features 
		�
	��
����

Most of the existing techniques for solving the partially�overlapping �D registration

problem have either one of the following limitations�

	� It requires a good initial estimate of the rigid transformation between the two data

sets� 
��
	���

�� It can only be used if the data sets contain su�cient local features 
		�
����

In this paper� we propose the RANSAC�based DARCES approach which has neither of

the above two limitations� Also� our method is faster than most of the existing methods

which do not require initial estimations� Our approach simply treats the �D registration

problem as a partial�matching problem� and uses the rigidity constraint among some

pre�selected control points to restrict the search range for matching� Although some

approaches have used rigidity constraints to facilitate the matching processes 
		�
	��
���

too� our approach is the �rst one to use it in a prediction�and�veri�cation of hypotheses

way among some randomly�selected control points� and shows that the �D registration

problem can be solved in a relative low�order computation time by carefully using all of the

constraints provided by the rigidity� In addition� we have indicated that by appropriately

selecting the number and the distribution of the control points� the computation time can

be greatly reduced� Therefore� we have shown how to determine the acceptable minimal

triangle formed by the �rst three control points� and how to use the additional control

points to speed up the search process� Finally� we integrate our method with the three�

step algorithm� and show that the computation time can be further reduced while the

registration can be still reliable with the help of the RANSAC scheme� Although the

��



principle used in our approach is simple and easy�to�implement� to the best knowledge of

the authors� no one have adopted similar ideas to solve the �D registration problem before�

Experiments have demonstrated that our method is e�cient and reliable for registering

partially�overlapping range images�
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